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Dear families, friends and supporters of FirstLight,today I urgently need to ask for

your help. The COVID-19 epidemic is affecting families across Ireland and those

affected by the sudden death of a child will need our professional support more

than ever. 

 

In these uncertain times, the professional services FirstLight provides are vital to

ensuring that suddenly bereaved families across Ireland remain supported in a safe,

confidential and compassionate way. And as people correctly follow HSE advice

and self-isolate, suddenly bereaved families will feel the physical and social

isolation acutely. Therefore, FirstLight is determined to do everything possible to

be their beacon of comfort and support... their FirstLight, in these unprecedented

times.

 

FirstLight is not immune to the effects of this epidemic. We are doing everything

we possibly can to ensure that FirstLight can continue to function comprehensively,

but we just can’t do this without your help.Less than half of the funding required to

provide FirstLight’s professional support services comes from the State. FirstLight,

therefore, relies substantially on voluntary fundraising support. 

 

We are already seeing the financial impact of the COVID-19 virus with fundraising

events being cancelled – putting more than half of the income we rely on in

jeopardy. As Chief Executive, I must ensure that FirstLight can continue to give all

vulnerable families who need it, the vital professional support they require.

 

Many of you have already given so much. I hesitate to ask again. But, perhaps,

there are others you can bring this message to who may be in a position to give to

the FirstLight Community Spirit Fund, to ensure we can continue our essential

work.  We have been here for each other through the darkest of times, and I feel

sure that with your help we will continue to be here for each other into the future.
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IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM
FIRSTLIGHT CEO
B Y  F I O N N U A L A  S H E E H A N ,  C E O  F I R S T L I G H T

"Just because someone

carries it well, doesn't mean

it isn't heavy" 



On Sunday, March 8th the world marked International Women’s Day, and FirstLight celebrated our founder Eimear Berry. On

November 27th 1975, Eimear Berry discovered her fourteen-week old son Brendan dead in his cot, the death was silent, sudden

unpredictable and of unknown cause – classic Sudden Infant Death Syndrome   (Cot Death). In search of answers, Berry saw a

TV documentary about SIDS which referenced the Foundation for the Study of Infant Deaths in England, which Berry contacted

in the hope of establishing a similar group in Ireland. On February 3rd 1977 the Irish Sudden Infant Death Association (ISIDA)

was formally established, and overnight Eimear Berry changed the conversation and approach to cot death support and research

in Ireland. Additionally FirstLight acknowledged Dr Victoria Coffey (1911-1999) the very first Chair of the Irish Sudden Infant

Death Association. Dr Coffey was one of the first female pediatricians in Ireland and conducted pioneering research into

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome.   FirstLight would like to thank both these phenomenal women for their contribution to Irish

society.

PRAISE THE YOUTH AND THEY WILL
COME 
B Y  A N D R E W  M E R N A G H  

On Valentines Day, February 14th, Gaelscoil Bharra in Cabra, Dublin hosted a Red Clothes Day fundraiser in aid of

FirstLight. As part of the day, the students created a beautiful Wall of Love in memory of their parents and family members

who had passed away. This beautiful Wall of Love now proudly hangs in the FirstLight head office. We would like to offer a

sincere thank you to the wonderful students of Gaelscoil Bharra, along with their parents, teachers and the school headmaster

Seán Ó' Donghaile. A very special thank you to Gaelscoil Bharra parent and FirstLight Volunteer Maria Byrne who

organised the fundraiser. In the motto of Gaelscoil Bharra "Praise the youth and they will come".

PHENOMENAL WOMEN IN IRISH SOCIETY
B Y  A N D R E W  M E R N A G H  

Eimear Berry, founder of the Irish Sudden Infant Death Association and Dr Victoria Coffey the first chair of ISIDA 



Try not to become emotionally isolated. Even if people cannot visit you, allow them to

offer their condolences and support in different ways; you may receive texts, emails and

messages through social media as well as phone calls.

Try to allow yourself to feel and react in a way that is natural to you. We sometimes say

that ‘grief is the price we pay for love’, and there is no doubt but it is painful.

Keep conversations going with the people who are closest to you, your family or close

circle of friends.

Even if those closest to you are not physically near, reach out to them and make sure to

telephone someone each day.

Having ‘conversations’ through WhatsApp or through Facebook can mean there is a

regular flow of communication through the day.They can remind you that people are

thinking about you.

Remember to eat and to keep hydrated. Your body has needs and grief is hard work.

Keeping some routine can be helpful and mealtimes play an important part in this. So too

does bed-time and getting-up time. Try to stick to your normal routine as much as

possible. Try getting out in the garden, if possible.

If there are children in your family, check-in with them often. Answer their questions

honestly. Don’t ‘fob them off’. There are some useful resources below.

Children may appear sad and happy in the space of minutes. It can be likened to jumping

in an out of puddles. Let children set their own pace.

Try to limit how much news and social media you consume – when you are feeling very

sad, regular news can be distressing.

What is Grief?

A death in your family or in your circle of friends is always difficult. You may feel shocked,

upset, tearful or distressed. You may find it difficult to concentrate and to realise what has

happened. You may be angry or frightened. These experiences are particularly confusing and

intense in the early days and weeks of a bereavement.In Ireland, we have a long tradition of

coming together in the days after a death. We all understand the rituals that happen around a

death, and they often provide comfort. These may involve a wake, a funeral, a burial or

cremation. There may be a gathering or meal after the funeral and later, a month’s mind.

People have found arranging a funeral, meeting with family and friends to be helpful. We

share stories and memories about the person who died. We laugh and we cry. We pay tribute

to the person who died through our mourning.The Covid-19 pandemic has changed the

traditional ways we mark our grief. For the moment, it is not possible to come together and

to gather in one location. It is not possible to have a large funeral. It may not be possible to

receive the company of those who wish to offer condolences. However, we can support

ourselves and each other in different ways.

 

Ten ways to support yourself when you are grieving:

 

Remember: In grief you can only do the best you can, try to be tolerant and kind to

yourself

GRIEVING IN
EXCEPTIONAL TIMES
B Y  T H E  I R I S H  H O S P I C E  F O U N D A T I O N  

30 YEARS AT THE
CARMICHAEL CENTRE 

On March 6th the Carmichael for

nonprofit organisations where the

FirstLight head office resides celebrated

its 30th anniversary. 

 

FirstLight is one of the original residents

of this great institution, which has

supported our charity for the past thirty

years. The Carmichael  “project” was

established in 1988 thanks to the spirit

and tenacity of its members and the hard

work of visionary and committed public

officials in Dublin Corporation and the

Eastern Health Board who worked

tirelessly and bravely   to help make

Carmichael a reality.

 

Today Carmichael is a national training

and support body for the nonprofit sector

providing services across the county. It

continues to be a shared services facility

for over 45 nonprofit organisations whose

employees and volunteers tackle major

social issues and provide invaluable

direct and indirect supports to over

140,000 people.

On Sunday, February 16th the Swords

Boxing Club Community hosted a first year

anniversary charity coffee morning in

memory of Baby JJ Harford who died of cot

death at just ten weeks old on February 17th

2019. Guests  included the Lord Mayor of

Fingal Cllr. Eoghan O' Brien, European

Boxing Gold Medallist andSports Star of

the Year 2019 Niamh Fay as well as Fair

City Actress and FirstLight Ambassador

Una Crawford O' Brien.  The event raised

over €4,700 in aid of FirstLight.

STAR-STUDDED TURNOUT
FOR BABY JJ HARFORD
COFFEE MORNING



Pain is an inseparable part of life, and so everyone experiences it to one degree or another. Only a few, however, understand what

pain truly is and how to best deal with it when faced with it. Below are three of the most  important, hard-hitting truths about pain

that people tend to forget, which I’ve learned the rough way from painful experiences that I had to go through during the course of

my life, and which helped me to better understand pain and experience it far less in times of trouble.

 

You Can’t Have Pleasure Without Pain

Most people are seeking to maximize pleasure and minimize pain, not realizing that pain and pleasure are actually two sides of the

same coin — you can’t have one without the other.But why is that so, I can hear you asking.Because pleasure, just like pain, is a

temporary feeling. Like a wave that rises very high above the surface of the sea is bound to soon fall and disappear into the waters,

in the same way pleasure arises in our consciousness and soon afterwards dissolves and disappears into  nothingness.

Pleasure comes quickly, and goes as quickly as it comes, and although it feels nice while it lasts, after it’s gone the lack of it can be

very painful to those who are attached to  it. Think, for example, of the intensely pleasurable experience of sexual orgasm. It can

feel amazing while it’s there, but once it’s gone  its absence  usually leads to emotional discontent. Pleasure and pain always go

hand-in-hand, so the more we seek pleasure, the more pain we’re attracting into our lives, which in turn makes us thirsty for even

more pleasure, thus creating a never-ending cycle of suffering.

 

Pain is Necessary for Growth

Pain is, in a sense, a wake-up call — it awakens us to the fact that there’s something wrong with the way we’re living and urges us

to take action in order to correct that wrongness. The more we choose to neglect pain, the more pain we’re going to experience,

until a point will come when it’ll be unbearable and we’ll feel forced to do something about it. Pain, therefore, isn’t a bad thing, as

most people believe. On the contrary, the truth is that pain can be quite helpful, if we pay attention to it and learn from it. In fact,

as Carl Jung once said, “there is no birth of consciousness without pain.”With pain comes the need for increased intelligence. Pain

is compelling us to find out why it’s there so that we can find ways to cure it and change the way we live so as to make sure we’ll

avoid experiencing it in the future. So next time you find yourself in pain, ask yourself: “What can I learn from it?”

 

Treating the Symptoms of Pain Won’t Cure Pain

To get rid of a tree, you need to remove it from its roots. In the same way, if you want to cure pain, you need to address its root

causes.Unfortunately, that’s far from what people usually do.Do you feel sad? Don’t worry, have a few drinks  and you’ll soon

forget your worries. Are you still feeling sad? Take this miraculous pill and all your sadness will disappear into thin air! As idiotic

as the above scenario might seem, this is pretty much how most people are trying to deal with pain. The result? Even more pain.

Choosing to avoid feeling our pain, we neglect treating it. And even if we find a ‘quick fix’ that helps us to not sense it for a while,

that doesn’t in any way help us to actually get rid of it. It’s like taking a pain killer when a part of your body is hurting from an

injury — although your consciousness might not register it under the influence of the drug, the wound is still there.By trying to

treat pain on a symptoms-level, we don’t take the time to find out the root cause from where all symptoms are sprouting. This way

more and worse symptoms of pain might manifest in the future. Life can be quite painful sometimes, but it is in our hands to

decrease the amount of suffering that we’re experiencing, by paying more attention to our pain, embracing it and learning

the important lessons that it always has to teach us.

THREE HARD-HITTING TRUTHS ABOUT PAIN
MOST PEOPLE FORGET
B Y  S O F O  A R C H O N ,  O F  T H E  U N B O U N D  S P I R I T  



Click Fundraisers in the left menu of your News Feed.

Click Raise Money.

Select Nonprofit or Charity.

Select a charitable organization, choose a cover photo and fill in the fundraiser details.

Click Create.

On a daily basis over 45 million people, globally, will wish their family, friends, neighbors and community birthday wishes on

Facebook. 

 

About Facebook Birthday Fundraisers

Two weeks before your birthday, you will see a message from Facebook in your News Feeds giving you the option to create a

fundraiser for your birthday. You can create a fundraiser for any of the thousands of Irish nonprofits registered with Facebook

including FirstLight which is a fully verified charity with Facebook Ireland. Creator’s friends will receive a notification inviting

them to support the cause in honor of their friend’s special day.

 

To create a birthday fundraiser for a charitable organization, follow these steps:

 

The deadline for submitting patches for the third

FirstLight Memory Quilt is Friday May 29th. We

request all completed patches to be posted to Andrew

Mernagh, Carmichael Ireland, 4 North Brunswick

Street, Dublin 7.  If you would still like to add a patch

please phone Andrew Mernagh on 087-2911028 or

email info@firstlight.ie and we will send you all the

required details. 

MAKE YOUR
BIRTHDAY EVEN
MORE
MEANINGFUL

MEMORY QUILT DEADLINE
MAY 29TH

B Y  A N D R E W  M E R N A G H  

FIRSTLIGHT
PEER SUPPORT
GROUPS 

As mentioned in the January 2020 Newsletter we have launched three peer support groups

on the FirstLight Facebook page. The purpose of these three online peer support groups is

to connect parents and families with others who have experienced a similar bereavement.

Membership of each group is open to all parents and family members whose child has

died suddenly.  FirstLight anticipates that as a member of this group, you will find

support among other families who have experienced the sudden and unexpected death of

a child.



FROM THE IRISH SUDDEN INFANT DEATH ASSOCIATION ARCHIVES

This months newsletter archive extract  is from 1978 and Newsletter No. 4, where Lady Limerick of the  Foundation for the Study of

Infant Deaths in England visited Ireland shortly after the establishment of ISIDA. The following is a summary of the publicity generated

by her visit.

L-R: Dr Seamus Cahalane of Temple Street, Children's Hospital, Dr Victoria Coffey, Chair of ISIDA and Lady Limerick, Chair of Foundation

for the Study of Infant Deaths in England


